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ABSTRACT
Internet topology reflects economic and political constraints that
change over time. Although autonomous systems (AS) topology
has been measured and modeled for many years, focusing primarily on economic relationships, earlier studies have not quantified
how topology is changing with respect to nation-state boundaries.
National boundaries are natural points of control for surveillance,
censorship, tariffs and data localization. This paper introduces a
measure, national chokepoint potential (NCP), to characterize how
a country’s AS topology is organized in terms of BGP paths that
can carry traffic across international borders. To study countrylevel chokepoints, we developed BGP-SAS, an open source, cross
platform, efficient set of tools for simulating BGP routing and calculating national chokepoint measures. We use these tools to assess
how AS topologies have changed over a ten-year span, finding
significant variability among countries, with some increasing their
chokepoint potential and others remaining constant, fluctuating,
and in some cases declining. Overall, however, most national Internet boundaries have either become more pronounced or remained
constant, despite new infrastructure buildouts and increased Internet usage. When compared to independent measures of Internet
freedom, we find statistically significant relationships between NCP
and Internet freedom.
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INTRODUCTION

Over time, the Internet has evolved from a borderless collection
of networks that spanned geo-political boundaries and promoted
the free flow of information into a network that reflects political
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and economic constraints, providing more opportunity for control.
As routine tasks, communications, entertainment, and information
move online and are mediated by the Internet, most of us have little
choice about whether or not to rely on the Internet. According to
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the number of
individual Internet users increased from 1.024 billion in 2005 to
3.578 billion in 2017 [3]. The majority of these users operate in
an environment that restricts Internet freedom in some way. For
example, the 2017 Freedom on the Net report from Freedom House
reports that 64% of Internet users belong to a nation with Internet
that is not free or partly free. Beyond censorship and surveillance,
the EU is considering content rules surrounding copyright, net neutrality rules in the U.S. were recently overturned, and large content
services are under enormous pressure to control fake news and
bad actors. Other forms of Internet intervention such as code injection [32, 33] have been observed within the Internet’s backbone.
Taken together, these trends will likely restructure the Internet
in unforeseen ways, as organizations respond to new challenges
and realities, particularly those imposed by legal and regulatory
regimes.
Today, most such control is exercised at the country level, as
governments have recognized both the threat and the opportunity
that is posed by ubiquitous online communication. This is natural,
because governments properly mediate many aspects of human
society that have moved on-line. However, the Internet provides
these opportunities in new ways and at unprecedented scale while
the core Internet architecture and protocols were not designed with
such considerations in mind. Ease of control, whether to censor
or spy on one’s own citizens, protect citizens’ data from surveillance as it passes through other countries, collect tariffs on on-line
transactions or even to provide resilience in the case of a global
catastrophe, depends to a large extent on the number and diversity
of connections to the external Internet. Previous work has investigated country-level AS topology [26], focusing on how the global
AS graph layout, together with interdomain routing protocols, implies that Internet communications pass through the infrastructure
of other nations. In addition, the transnational Internet paths of
nations have been shown to detour into other nations, indicating
that some nations can interfere with a disproportionate number of
paths [16].
Here we ask a related but different question. Do the Internet
borders of nations contain many ports of access, or are there only
a few powerful chokepoints? By studying the number of paths
intercepted by border ASes, we can compare nations according to
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the diversity of AS-level paths crossing each nation’s borders. This
approach allows us to measure the strength of political boundaries
in the Internet and how they have changed over time, for any
country.
ASes are groups of routers under common management, such as
the network of a university or an ISP. The total size of the AS graph
(the global network of all ASes) has grown from about 10,000 ASes
in the early 2000s to over 60,000 today. We are not only interested
in the current state of the AS graph; the historical dynamics of
the AS graph are of interest as well. The structural properties of
national subgraphs have evolved differently from nation to nation,
whether from economic decision making, infrastructural necessities,
or efforts to build a powerful censorship and surveillance network
[11, 12]. This rapid expansion, together with an increasing interest
by national governments, points to the importance of understanding
properties like path robustness, AS hierarchies, and the potential
for organizations to control information as it flows in and out of
their networks.
We focus on border ASes, i.e. ASes that can connect directly
to at least one AS from another nation, and introduce a measure
called chokepoint potential (CP), which quantifies the percentage
of BGP paths into or out of a country that pass through the AS. At
the country level, we aggregate chokepoint potential in different
ways to quantify the tendency of all BGP paths crossing the border
to pass through a small (or large) number of chokepoints (border
ASes). We refer to this as national chokepoint potential (NCP). With
these measures we ask how the AS-level topology has changed
over time with respect to national boundaries. We find significant
diversity among countries, both in absolute chokepoint potential
and in their trends over time, but overall our analysis confirms the
general belief that Internet topology is evolving to reflect national
boundaries.
We developed a suite of tools, called BGP Simulation, Analysis,
and Storage (BGP-SAS), for studying national chokepoints on the
AS graph efficiently. To illustrate these ideas and tools, we study
how NCP correlates with two independent measures of civil liberty,
finding that a significant relationship exists between NCP and each
measure. The paper extends earlier research on AS topology in
several ways: it introduces chokepoint potential, it describes our
open-source cross-platform tools and datasets for simulating Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) paths, determining NCP, and analyzing
changes over time. In addition, we report and analyze data for
several countries of interest.
The main contributions of the paper are:

(1) We define chokepoint potential a novel measure of AS-level
national chokepoints, both for individual border ASes and
for an entire country.
(2) A study of how national AS-level chokepoints have changed
over the past ten years, demonstrating that the Internet has
evolved to facilitate stronger AS-level chokepoints for some
countries and led to the more open flow of information across
borders for others.
(3) The open-source tool, BGP-SAS, and datasets for simulating
BGP paths and evaluating chokepoints efficiently at different
time points for the entire Internet.
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(4) A study of the relationship between chokepoint potential and
Internet freedom, as measured by two independent sources.
We find a statistically significant relationship, suggesting
that chokepoint potential is correlated with a country’s tendency to conduct censorship or surveillance of its international Internet traffic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides relevant background for the problems we are investigating; Section 3 introduces and defines the measures of chokepoint
potential and national chokepoint potential; Section 4 describes
BGP-SAS for simulating and evaluating BGP networks; Section 5
explains the experimental setup and data sources; Sections 6, 7,
and 8 contain experimental results, related work, and discussion,
respectively. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 BGP Data
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used to route traffic among
ASes [24]. AS-level routes are known as paths and are stored in
routing tables locally by each AS. The paths in these tables are
selected to forward traffic based on local preferences configured
for each AS.
There is no single accepted method for inferring the topology
of the AS graph from BGP data. Several strategies have been developed, each with advantages and drawbacks. One can directly
measure AS paths via traceroute, but collecting sufficient data requires many routing resources [31]. Collecting routes from publicly
hosted routing tables such as from the Route Views Project [5]
provides sufficient data, but many paths are malformed, including
cycles or false paths. However, these data can be used to infer business relationships between ASes, and a routing model can be used
to find likely paths between source and destination pairs [30].
A popular routing model for BGP is the Gao-Rexford model (GR
routing), pioneered by Gao in [19]. This model is not without error,
however. Gill et al. [21] showed in a survey that some network operators violate the rules of this model. For the sake of this project, we
adopt GR routing, as most operators in the survey followed expectations, and our objective is a broad analysis of global trends and not
fine-grained detail that a traceroute measurement study might provide. The business relationships between ASes have been inferred
by the CAIDA team [30] and we use their provided relationship
annotations [1].
We apply GR routing to the annotated business relationships
to generate a list of likely paths between every AS. An efficient
algorithm to do this was introduced as BGPSim by Gill et al.[20] .
BGPSim takes as input a set of AS relationships and returns routing
trees, represented as directed-acyclic-graphs (DAGs). A routing tree
is a union of all paths found using a modified breadth-first search
(BFS) algorithm. The BFS adds edges to routing trees first according
to local preference (LP), then shortest path (SP), and finally tiebreak
(TB). We adopted the basic algorithm, but reimplemented it so we
could efficiently generate and save routing trees to disk, allowing
us to easily extract ordered paths.
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Figure 1: The ratio of border ASes to all ASes plotted over
ten years.

Figure 2: Chokepoint potential example. ASes A,B, and C are
all border ASes. AS D is an internal AS. ASes E and F are both
external ASes. The out-to-in chokepoint potentials of A,B,
and C are 0.25, 0.25, and 0.5 respectively.

2.2

3.1

Internet Borders

The chokepoints in a nation’s Internet border can change for a
variety of reasons. For instance, China conducts keyword filtering
in both border ASes and internal provincial ASes [39], while Iran
routes its Internet traffic through a centralized facility [11]. A nation
can attempt to restructure its Internet to prevent other nations from
having access to their domestic traffic, concerns that have been
voiced by China, Brazil, and Russia [6, 7, 25].
Nations can take advantage of powerful Internet chokepoints
for national level interference. A canonical example is the “Great
Firewall of China,” which was first documented in 2006 in the
technical research literature by Clayton et al. [13]. Large-scale Internet surveillance is also prominent and has a long history, but
surveillance is much more difficult to measure than censorship, and
information dumps such as the 2013 Snowden revelations provide
only a partial view of its prevalence and duration. National-scale
manipulation of packets for reasons other than censorship, for example to inject malware or carry out distributed denial-of-service
attacks, was publicly identified when China’s “Great Cannon” was
detected in 2015 [32]. More recently, Egypt conducted similar injections using a commercial product [33]. This phenomenon is more
targeted, and therefore more stealthy, than national-scale censorship, and it may well extend beyond these two publicly documented
examples.

3

BORDER ASES AND CHOKEPOINT
POTENTIAL

In this section we motivate the choice to focus our analysis on
border ASes and then introduce and define the measure of chokepoint potential. We additionally introduce the aggregate measure
of chokepoint potential, national chokepoint potential (NCP) for
ranking and comparing countries according to the strength of their
border AS chokepoints.

Border ASes

Border ASes are ASes that lie adjacent to an AS registered to a different country along a routing path. More formally, we define д(·)
as the mapping from ASes to the country of registration, and say
an AS au is a border AS if д(au ) , д(av ), where av is a neighboring AS. Border ASes must be transited by any BGP path including
multiple nations. We see in Figure1 that the ratio of border ASes to
all ASes has decreased over time, indicating that these border ASes
likely intercept more transnational paths. Because AS-level paths
are generated by the distributed BGP, a useful way to understand
the relative strengths of chokepoints is by comparing what fraction of paths they intercept. We propose an intuitive measure of
AS chokepoints called chokepoint potential. We compare countries
using an aggregate form of this measure called national chokepoint
potential.

3.2

Chokepoint Potential

We define a BGP path of length n from source AS a 1 to destination
AS an as a sequence p1⇝n = {ai : i ∈ [1, n]}. We define a routing
tree to be a tree rooted at a single destination AS and composed
of every acceptable BGP path from the various source ASes that
can reach the destination AS. Note that if multiple paths exist
from a source to a destination, the routing tree is technically a
DAG, but we use the traditional convention and call all such data
structures routing trees. The chokepoint potential of a border AS
is the ratio of the number of paths in (or out of) the country that
contain the border AS to the total number of paths in (or out of)
the same country. Formally, for country c, let P = {pi⇝j : д(ai ) =
c and д(a j ) , c}, i.e. the set of all paths originating in c and ending
outside c. Then the chokepoint potential, cp(·), of a border AS au
with д(au ) = c is
cp(au ) =

|{p : p ∈ P and au ∈ p}|
|P |

(1)
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The above definition applies to paths originating in country
c and routing to a different country, which we will refer to as
outgoing chokepoint potential or cpo. We similarly define incoming
chokepoint potential or cpi, by redefining P as {pi⇝j : д(ai ) ,
c and д(a j ) = c}. That is all paths originating outside of c but
terminating in c and recomputing Equation 1.
The incoming chokepoint potential for a countries is illustrated
in Figure 2. We define both cpo and cpi because past work has
revealed that country-level paths are often asymmetric, meaning
that the forward path from AS a to AS b does not necessarily match
the reverse path [15].
Given a set of BGP paths, chokepoint potential is an intuitive way
to compare individual ASes. Note that the sum of the chokepoint
potentials for all border ASes for a given country is 1.0. We define
the aggregate national chokepoint potential as the number of border
ASes required to control a particular fraction f of paths. Formally,
given a country,c, with a set of k border ASes {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , ak } with
cp(ai ) > cp(a j )∀i < j (i.e. sorted in descending order), we find the
smallest j such that
j
Õ
cp(ai ) > f
(2)
i=1

and define national chokepoint potential as CP(c, f ) = 1/j. The
multiplicative inverse preserves a clearer semantic meaning i.e.
higher chokepoint potential implies more control over paths. The
fewer border ASes required to control f paths, the easier it is to
perform censorship or surveillance, e.g., by restricting ISPs, placing
filtering hardware, etc. Previous work used f = 0.90 as a threshold
indicating strong control of information [8], so we use this percentage as well. When used here, however, 90% path control indicates
the percentage of paths into (or out of) a country. National chokepoint potential is calculated as the smallest number of border ASes
needed to control f of the paths.1
We measure the absolute number of ASes required to control
a specific fraction rather than a percentage within a country to
make comparisons between countries more equitable. Consider,
for instance, the U.S., which has many more ASes than most countries, and China, which has a much smaller number of ASes. If the
United States and China were to both require the same percentage
of border ASes to intercept 90% of paths, the similarity of these
nations would be misleading because the cost of controlling the
larger absolute number of ASes would be significantly higher. Our
technique provides a comparison more likely to reflect reality.

4

BGP-SAS

This section describes BGP-SAS, how it relates to earlier work, and
how it is used to calculate chokepoint potential.
BGP-SAS determines a set of plausible BGP paths through simulation and calculates AS chokepoint potential and national chokepoint
potential. BGP-SAS takes as input AS relationship data, such as that
provided by CAIDA [1]. It also takes as input a set of AS country
codes (that identifies which nation an AS belongs to) for determining chokepoint potential. BGP-SAS uses an algorithm based on
BGPSim [20] to generate a set of routing trees. BGP-SAS calculates
both AS and national chokepoint potential for any country.
1 We note that a dual measure could be defined as the fraction of paths controlled by j
ASes. Our results are substantively the same for either definition.
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Our experiments used country codes returned from Team Cymru’s
IP to ASN whois service [4] to determine which ASes were registered to which nation. This service maintains only the most recent
registration of each AS. To control for this possible source of error,
we retain ASes in the path simulation, even if they were registered
more recently than the current timestamp being studied. This is
because the relationships of these ASes and paths through these
ASes are still valid. We do not assign these ASes chokepoint potentials, as it is not clear which nation these ASes are registered to. We
took this approach because the datasets of AS registrations for the
various ASN registries have uneven coverage, with more missing
data at specific timestamps. We do not expect this to have a significant effect on our results because few ASes cannot be assigned
definitively (in the best case in the most recent test this is less than
1% of ASes, in the worst case in the earliest test it is around 12%
of ASes.) Additionally, some ASes that are unassigned are internal
ASes, and those will not affect our results at all.
To calculate the routing trees, we use an extended version of the
BGPSim algorithm developed by Gill et. al in [20]. This component
of BGP-SAS addresses several limitations that prevented us from
using BGPSim directly: (1) BGPSim was not used to test statistics
on paths, so it doesn’t return ordered paths for calculating ASlevel statistics; (2) Once routing trees are determined, they cannot
be accessed later without recalculation; (3) BGPSim relies on the
outdated parallelization framework DryadLinq for C#. To address
these issues, we implemented our routing simulation in Python.
BGP-SAS returns ordered paths from its routing trees, saves routing
trees to disk after calculation, and is parallelized with MPI via
the mpi4py library. These improvements provide a cross-platform
routing tree algorithm that is portable to most hardware. The source
code for BGP-SAS and all datasets are publicly available2 .
Once BGP-SAS generates the routing trees, they can be processed
to determine chokepoint potentials or by researchers interested
in other questions. To calculate chokepoint potential, BGP-SAS
iterates over every path between each AS-pair. Because we use the
same random tie-break method as BGPSim, this process returns
exactly one path between each AS-pair considered, even if multiple
options exist in the routing tree. Tiebreaks do not have a noticeable
effect on our results. For instance, the maximum standard deviation
for the chokepoint potential of any AS in 5 runs of one of our
timestamps was ≤ 0.005, meaning the chokepoint potentials for
each AS barely changed based on the tiebreaks. Once the path
has been determined, it is traversed to identify border nodes and
increment their counts, both for outgoing and incoming paths. Thus,
only one traversal is conducted per path. Additionally, the number
of paths of each type that belong to each nation is tallied. BGP-SAS
takes the resulting chokepoint potentials and generates national
chokepoint potentials for each nation.
Calculating routing trees for the entire AS graph takes time proportional to |V | 2 where |V | is the total number of ASes; calculating
chokepoint potential takes |V | 2 D where D is the average depth of
a routing tree. For example, it took about 12 wall clock hours to
compute all of the routing trees for the Jan. 2017 dataset, running
on 4 Intel Xeon E5-2680 V4 CPUs with 25 threads running per CPU.
2 BGP-SAS

and the routing tree dataset are available at https://kirtusleyba.github.io/
routingtrees
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5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We used BGP-SAS to ask three research questions related to national
borders and the BGP network: (1) To what extent do BGP networks
today reflect national boundaries and how do they vary across
nations? (2) How has this structure evolved over time? and (3) How
do topological chokepoints correlate with independent measures
of Internet and press freedom?
For each point in time that we studied, we used the closest CAIDA
AS relationship to that time. These contain inferred relationships
between ASes, which the simulation framework uses to generate
routing trees and calculate chokepoint potentials. We use the relationships to identify border ASes, and we use the Team Cymru
ASN lookup service to map each AS to the country with which it is
registered. BGP-SAS returns both the set of routing trees built via
simulation and the chokepoint potential that was determined for
each AS. These data form the basis for multiple levels of analysis:
comparing chokepoint potential between countries, assessing how
many ASes are required to control most international BGP paths,
and comparing results across multiple time points.
Using the chokepoint data from our experiments, we tested the
statistical relationship between national chokepoint potential and
two relevant qualitative evaluations of Internet freedom. First, we
used Freedom House’s Freedom On The Net (FOTN) report [2].
FOTN scores quantify the level of Internet freedom in countries.
Each country receives a numerical score from 0 (the most free) to
100 (the least free). We compare our results to FOTN scores (for
years 2014-2017) by ranking nations according to the number of
border ASes required to intercept 90% of paths for each nation.
FOTN includes only 65 nations in the most recent report (2017), so
we also considered the Freedom of the Press evaluation (2014-2017),
which assesses 201 nations and territories.

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section reports our experimental results for each of the three
research questions described in Section 5.

6.1

National Chokepoint Potential (NCP)

To analyze national chokepoint potential we selected eight nations
to study in depth, although our datasets and tools support exploration for all countries. We chose countries with varying levels of
Internet freedom, according to [2]: The United States, Great Britain,
Germany, Brazil, India, Russia, Egypt, and China. Of these, the
United States, Great Britain, and Germany are labeled as free; Brazil
and India as partly free; and Russia, Egypt, and China as not free.
Additionally, all of these countries practice censorship at some level
[37] and they represent a spectrum of AS topology sizes (number
of ASes).
Figure 3 shows national chokepoint potential for 2018 for different values of f (x-axis). The y-axis reports the inverse of the
number of ASes required to control fraction f of paths, i.e. NCP(f ).
We report only in-to-out results because the results for out-to-in are
very similar for all experiments. Figure 3 shows the diverse nature
of national topologies. China is one extreme, where over 80% of

paths can be controlled by a single AS, Other nations exhibiting
strong chokepoints are Egypt, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
The nations of the US, France, Germany, and Russia show considerably lower NCP for 2018. These results are as expected, except
possibly for Russia. As an early adopter of the Internet, Russia’s
AS topology developed before the current era of concern over data
localization and censorship, and we speculate that this early history
dominates our measurements. Russia’s current efforts to ’temporarily disconnect from the Internet,’ stand up its own DNS, and reroute
traffic through government-controlled routers suggest that the NCP
we observe in the data reflects in part a domestic network structure
that is problematic for current governmental policies.
United States
Great Britain

Germany
Brazil

India
Russia

Egypt
China

1.0
0.8

NCP(f)

For each dataset, this is a one-time cost because the routing trees
are stored externally.
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Figure 3: The national chokepoint potentials of various nations in January of 2018. f is the fraction of paths used to
calculate the national chokepoint potential, i.e. the ratio of
border ASes selected to count intercepted paths.

6.2

Topology Over Time

To study changes over time, we first plotted the national chokepoint
potential of each of the eight selected countries for each year (Figure
4. In these results we see that the dynamics of NCP vary by country.
For instance China has grown dramatically in NCP, indicating that
the most powerful border ASes in China now intercept even more
paths than in the past, having an NCP > 0.5, which translates to
needing only two carefully chosen ASes to intercept more than
90 percent of its international paths. Other countries have a more
stable NCP, such as the U.S. and India, although the U.S. NCP
decreased slightly. A stable NCP, in the presence of overall growth
in the number of ASes, suggests that new source and destination
AS pairs from new infrastructure tend to reuse border gateways
instead of creating new ones, but the new paths are relatively evenly
distributed. Russian border ASes, for instance, likely intercept more
paths overall than in the past, but maintain their ratio of all the
transnational paths. NCP has decreased steadily for Germany and
Brazil, as border ASes in these nations have developed a more
even share of international paths. This could be for many reasons,
including heavy reliance on paths that traverse foreign networks to
access popular sites [16], which influences connections to foreign
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Figure 4: The time evolution of NCP for multiple nations. The x-axis is the year of the observation and the y axis is the
calculated NCP for f = 0.9.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the loд(CP) values for each of the 8 selected nations over multiple years. For each year, a box-andwhisker plot shows the quartiles and outliers for a particular nation’s set of border ASes. The AS with maximum loд(CP) is
indicated by an x in each timestamp.
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routers. Regardless of the cause, these nations must intercept traffic
at more ASes now to intercept an equal fraction of paths as before.
In Great Britain, major legislation to force ISPs to block pornography was enacted in 2015 and 2017 [17, 35] (note the two peaks
in Figure 4). During this time period Great Britain was in the EU,
which was discussing net neutrality legislation [34]. These competing pressures, combined with the fact that Great Britain’s IXP-based
infrastructure simplifies the creation and destruction of chokepoints
via the BGP system, is a possible explanation for the significant
fluctuations observed in the Great Britain data during this time
period.
Next, we consider the visualization of chokepoint dynamics
shown in Figure 5. In each subplot, the distribution of chokepoint
values of border ASes is shown for that country via box-and-whisker
plots. In all subplots we observe that one or a very few ASes intercept many paths. This can be seen by noting that for each year,
in each country, the highest outlier is close to 0.0. The strength of
these number-one chokepoints varies substantially, however. For
instance, the highest Chinese AS with the highest chokepoint potential intercepts the vast majority of transnational paths, while for
other nations like Brazil, the U.S. and Russia, the number one border
AS only intercepts around 10% of such paths. Another common
feature is the tendency for most ASes to intercept a small ratio of
paths (mean is well separated from the least negative outlier). Because Egypt has a very small AS graph to begin with, its relatively
high mean chokepoint potential (closer to zero on the y-axis) is
an artifact of its small size rather than an open border. Turning to
Germany and Brazil, which Figure 4 suggests have declining NCPs,
this can be explained by considering Figure 5, which shows that
these two countries have evolved a more even distribution of paths
across border ASes.

6.3

Internet Freedom

To test the correlation between Internet Freedom and NCP, we
compared FOTN scores against the number of border ASes required
to intercept 90% of outgoing paths, NCP(f = 0.9), and computed
the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) fits, finding that the relationship
is statistically significant (e.g., p-value ≤ 0.0001 for 2017). The relationship was significant for the other years studied. As mentioned
previously, FOTN scores rank only a small number of nations, so
we also compared Freedom House’s Freedom of the Press (FOTP)
rankings and found a significant relationship with a p-value ≤
0.001.
The trend holds for all years investigated: Countries that are
not free or partly free according to FOTN and FOTP tend to have
high NCP, while free nations tend to have low NCPs. There are
interesting outliers for both situations, however. Countries like
Estonia and Iceland are very free but require few border ASes to
control most of their paths. This is likely because their overall AS
counts are so low. As we saw earlier, Russia is considered not free
by FOTN, but requires a large number of ASes to control most of
its paths. This suggests that censorship in Russia is implemented
despite relatively open Internet borders at the AS-level.
These results points to an important question: Why does a relationship exist between the Internet freedom the national chokepoint
potential of many nations? We cannot infer any causal relationship
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using our data, but we can hypothesize that the technology used
for censorship practices is more easily deployable on a national
network with powerful chokepoints. It also stands to reason that
in countries which conduct extensive censorship or surveillance it
would be more difficult to establish new connections in and out of
the nation, particularly for those where the primary ISPs are tightly
controlled by the government.

7

RELATED WORK

Researchers have investigated transnational Internet routes as they
relate to national Internet hegemony in the past. Edmundson et
al. used a measurement approach to study national level paths.
They particularly focused on a phenomenon they refer to as "tromboning paths," where a path to a domestic domain takes a detour
to another nation. These detours usually pass through the United
States, and Edmundson et al. mention that this could show that the
United States has disproportionate ability to interfere with Internet
paths [16]. We have presented an alternative point of view in this
paper, highlighting the fact that some nations can intercept more
paths on fewer ASes. While tromboning paths might lead to a loss
of the sovereignty of a nation’s domestic Internet traffic, they do
not explicitly assist or prevent a national government from interfering with its own paths to foreign destinations. We argue that
both the interference by foreign powers, such as packet sniffing on
tromboning paths, and chokepoint control at national borders are
relevant to the Internet freedoms of a particular nation. As such,
these viewpoints taken together broaden current understanding of
the global Internet control dynamics.
Previous studies also used BGP path models to find ASes that
intercept a high fraction of paths, e.g., [8] which reported that 90%
of paths on the Internet could be intercepted by only 30 or so ASes.
This work generated paths starting with paths to top websites as
defined by the Alexa top websites project, and then appending additional edges from the full AS graph according to the Gao algorithm
[19]. This work was extended in [22], which showed how ASes that
intercept many paths could be used for decoy routing. Our paper
extends this work in several ways. First, many of the websites in
the Alexa dataset are in China, due to its large Internet population,
potentially biasing results, while we consider paths between each
source-destination AS pair. More importantly, our work studies
how chokepoints have changed over time, rather than considering
a single snapshot. Finally, we compare chokepoints quantitatively
between different countries by defining a measure, rather than simply identifying those countries with ASes that intercept the most
paths.
In [39], Xu et al. investigated the AS level topology of China
to identify where keyword filtering occurred. They found that the
most effective ASes are those in the backbone of the Chinese AS
topology. A relevant contribution of [39] is that, while most filtering
occurs in border ASes, some filtering occurs in provincial ASes.
China had a diverse strategy for Internet censorship at the time,
targeting both chokepoints and the Chinese provincial network,
but this may have changed since. The potential for various forms
of censorship in regards to various AS level topologies motivates
the question: Is centralized censorship or decentralized censorship
more common? Instead of directly identifying censorship devices on
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the AS graph, we instead have quantified the chokepoint potential
of ASes on borders, and then compared that to Internet freedom
measures.
Similar techniques to those reported here have been used to
classify nations according to the connectivity of their ASes [36]
for a single snapshot in time. Our work presented here is more
general, allowing each AS to be quantified in regards to chokepoint
potential and studying the evolution of chokepoints over time.
Routing and its interplay with Internet censorship, surveillance,
and related issues is a general research area with a broad set of
research questions. Karlin et al. [26] considered the centrality of
countries with respect to routing of other nations’ traffic, a related
problem that is distinct from chokepoints to monitor/control traffic
into and out of a government’s own country. Dainotti et al. [14]
analyze two specific large-scale Internet disruptions at the routing
level. Khattak et al. [28] performed a detailed analysis of censorship
at the ISP level in Pakistan.
While there have been attempts to characterize methods for
censoring Internet content [27, 38] there is no comprehensive list of
all the different ways a state actor can manipulate traffic. For some
methods, the AS graph is relevant, such as IP address blacklisting,
traffic throttling [10], URL or packet filtering, packet injection,
physically shutting down infrastructure, and BGP attacks. For other
methods, the AS graph is less relevant, such as creating internal
national networks [9], portal censorship such as search engine
filtering and social media post deletion, propaganda campaigns,
and manipulation of the DNS system.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Routing Trees Dataset
Despite the use of efficient simulation techniques, collecting BGP
path data remains challenging. For a global, multiple timestamp
study such as this one, computation times can be a limiting factor to
researchers without access to supercomputing resources. We have
publicly released the routing tree datasets and chokepoint potential
calculations produced for this study generated with BGP-SAS. By
releasing these datasets we hope that researchers looking for a
particular set of routing trees will find working with these simpler
than recalculating them, or creating new datasets by extensive
measurement or inference.

8.2

Other Chokepoint Measures

There are several ways that a country can create chokepoints, either intentionally or accidentally: taking advantage of Internet
Exchange Points (IXPs), limiting the number of physical connections that cross the border, centralizing the DNS infrastructure
within the country, or working with—and supporting—a set of ISPs
that have international connections. These methods may reduce the
number of organizations controlling Internet paths and the number
of physical locations at which traffic needs to be intercepted. By
choosing the AS graph we focus on the virtualized layer of Internet
connectivity instead of physical locations. Physical chokepoints
need further study as another element of Internet route control.
A benefit of studying the AS-level of Internet chokepoints is that
the dramatic shifts in chokepoint potential over time depicted in
our analysis are unrelated to constant geography. Business and
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political decisions influencing the control dynamic of Internet borders do not necessarily effect the geographical locations of Internet
resources. Despite this, our chokepoint measure can quantify AS
border chokepoints.
There are other aspects of the Internet where chokepoints can
manifest. The DNS infrastructure, for instance, is a network where
control over chokepoints can have political, security, and censorship
ramifications [23]. DNS chokepoints are out of the scope of this
study, and we leave such analysis for future work.

8.3

Value of Chokepoints

There are many different ways to implement Internet censorship,
many of which require exerting influence on communications between two end hosts. A state actor conducting censorship on the
network must position censorship devices in the path between
the hosts, or at either host. Types of censorship that occur in
the network include IP address blacklisting, network-based DNS
tampering, web proxy-based filtering, deep packet inspection, and
bandwidth throttling. The AS graph is directly relevant to all of
these techniques because they require that Internet communications route through the censorship. Censorship on the end host,
which can be on the server or the client, can include keyword-based
content filtering, human monitors, post deletions, account suspensions and deletions, tampering within the DNS system itself, and
any application-specific behavior that the application or server’s
maintainers program into the software. Although the AS graph
is not directly related to these kinds of censorship, they are usually predicated on network-level censorship to remove uncensored
alternatives. By making uncensored alternative applications, application servers, and DNS servers unavailable at the AS level, users
are forced to opt into host-based censorship. To use China as an
example, consider Weibo vs. Twitter and WeChat vs. WhatsApp:
network-level blocking of Twitter’s web service and WhatsApp’s
communications are prerequisite to censorship built into Weibo
and WeChat. These domestic services are heavily censored [40],
and the network level blocking prevents the use of international
alternatives. Thus, because the AS-level graph governs routing, it
transitively plays an important role in virtually all forms of Internet
censorship.
In this paper, we have focused on how National Chokepoint
potential is related to Internet freedom and the ability for a nation
to control their local Internet. However, there may be other implications for countries with extremely high or low chokepoint potential.
Countries with low chokepoint potential, that spread routing paths
over a diverse number ASes arguably more robust to attacks on
or failures of high chokepoint ASes. Conversely, high chokepoint
countries may be able to react and coordinate responses to the same
attacks or failures.

8.4

Limitations

The primary limitation of our results is the extent to which the set of
paths calculated in our simulation framework agrees with reality. In
practice, network operators do not always follow GR-routing policy
when designing their routing preferences [21]. Unfortunately there
is no perfect way to replicate the set of routes used on the Internet.
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Collecting routes directly from publicly available routing collectors introduces errors due to path-poisoning, misconfigurations,
and other sources of spurious links [29]. Additionally, limiting the
dataset to measured data or public routing data would include only
paths that are directly visible to the particular collectors we used.
Simulation can generate an extensive set of paths reflecting the
GR model using well-validated edge relationships as input, which
has the benefit of identifying any possible GR model path between
two ASes. We acknowledge the limitations of this approach but
we believe it yields a practical estimation of network structure for
evaluating chokepoint potential.

8.5

Future Work

While linking chokepoint potential to FOTN scores is a substantial
contribution, FOTN is only a proxy for censorship. The Open Observatory of Network Interference, or OONI, [18] provides Internet
users around the world with the ooniprobe. The ooniprobe lets
users run a suite of tests to identify censorship anomalies of various types, and the results are recorded in the large OONI database.
Comparing increased censorship campaigning in an authoritarian
nation, with shifts in chokepoint potential would be a major step
in understanding the interplay of censorship and AS-level chokepoints. This process involves designing a way to classify censorship
events and chokepoint potential changes, and as such lies beyond
the scope of this study.

9

CONCLUSION

It is generally believed that the Internet is becoming more national.
This paper addresses the question of how Internet structure relates
to international boundaries and how it has changed. Using our
new measures of AS-level chokepoints, chokepoint potential and
national chokepoint potential, we have shown that it is common
for nations to consolidate paths through powerful chokepoints. We
have shown that over the past decade some nations have increasingly closed off their Internet borders, while others seem to be
becoming more open as new paths to the international Internet are
opened. Additionally, we studied the relationship between national
chokepoint potential and two evaluations of openness, Freedom on
the Net and Freedom of the Press, finding statistically significant
relationships in both cases.
Our technique for generating BGP paths and evaluating chokepoints using BGP-SAS provides public domain software and routing
trees for the entire AS graph. We have taken advantage of efficient
simulation, standard AS relationship datasets, and cross-platform
design principles so that this tool will be readily deployable for
future research.
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